SEAtS is built with the modern University CIO’s environment in mind. Benefit from our experience deploying SEAtS in over 20 UK institutions since 2015. Talk to us today to find out how we can deliver a sophisticated proven cloud attendance management and early warning system.

SEAtS delivers electronic workflows and case management tools that help drive student success through critical early interventions with at-risk students and deliver on meeting your institutions UKVI compliance.
About SEAtS Software

SEAtS sets a new benchmark for student success with advanced early warning systems, work flows, dashboards, reports and analytics.

What SEAtS can deliver for your institution:

• Retain students through critical early informed interventions.
• Increase completion through better analytical insights into progression.
• Enhance reputation through improved student satisfaction and outcomes.
• Enhance resource and space utilisation with instant analytics.

How it Works

SEAtS works by sitting above and drawing information from whatever student record, timetabling and other systems you have in place. We do not look to change what you have simply to add value.

SEAtS Software provides:

• Early Warning Systems.
• Cloud Based.
• Real Time Data.
• Increased Completion.
• Enhanced Reputation.

For further information on how we can assist your University:

Call us: +44 203 514 4071
eMail us: sales@seatssoftware.com
or
Visit us: seatssoftware.com